Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Franklin College invites applications for a one-year Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy appointment with possibility of renewal to begin in August of 2022. Responsibilities include teaching courses ranging from Introduction to Philosophy and Logic as well as Ethics and the Philosophy of Language. An ability to teach courses on the history of philosophy, epistemology, and contemporary trends in the study of the discipline is also highly desired. Most vitally, Franklin College seeks applicants who are passionate about teaching philosophy, who teach well, and have an active interest in contributing to student development in and outside of the classroom. All courses are taught in person pending public health guidelines.

We provide a strong, active, and tailored liberal arts education through small class sizes and intentional relationships between students and their faculty mentors. Located about 20 miles from downtown Indianapolis, we support purposeful and practical academic experiences in and out of the classroom that leverage this location as students pursue personal, intellectual, and professional growth. This position is eligible for benefits. See www.FranklinCollege.edu for details.

Candidates should have a master’s degree in Philosophy, but a Ph.D. in Philosophy is preferred (ABD will be considered). Candidates who can demonstrate excellence and dedication in teaching and a genuine interest in working with undergraduates in a small-college liberal arts setting will be given preference. We seek applications from individuals with an ability to contribute in meaningful ways to the college’s continuing commitment to diversity, especially those with demonstrated success in working with diverse populations.

Review of applications will begin as soon as possible and will continue until the position is filled. Applicants should submit a complete application including letter of application, vita, contact information for three references, teaching evaluations, and a statement of teaching via the application link - Franklin College Faculty Application

Questions may be submitted to:
Prof. Jim Alexander
Chair of the Philosophy and Religion Department
Franklin College
101 Branigin Blvd.
Franklin, IN 46131
jalexander@franklincollege.edu
Franklin College is committed to providing an inclusive and welcoming environment and to ensuring that educational and employment decisions are based on individuals’ abilities and qualifications. Consistent with these principles and applicable laws, it is therefore the College's policy not to discriminate on the basis of age, color, disability, gender, gender expression, gender identity, genetic information, national origin, marital status, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation or veteran status as consistent with the Policy on Prohibited Discrimination, Harassment and Related Misconduct. No person, on the basis of protected status, shall be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to unlawful discrimination, harassment, or retaliation under any College program or activity, including with respect to employment terms and conditions. Such a policy ensures that only relevant factors are considered and that equitable and consistent standards of conduct and performance are applied.